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Abstract. There are currently many trends in computer science, like Smart Cities,
Internet of Things, and Wireless Sensor Networks. Many of these systems require
or could dramatically benefit from having information about crowds. First of all,
many of the systems are built to improve the life of people, and they require
information about them to be able to know when to activate their functionality in
order to help them. Secondly people represent a dynamic component of the entire
systems, which is unpredictable. Measuring crowd dynamics is not an easy task.
Each city consists of millions of individuals and their location needs to be known
at all times. Furthermore, the other systems need to be able to extract the needed
information for them to be able to function correctly while maintaining every
individual’s privacy. With crowd dynamic understood we open the way to the
opportunity that is given by crowd sensing systems. Systems where data is
gathered by sensors carried by individuals.
Even more, crowd dynamic information can be supported by context, context that
can be gathered from multiple sources, mostly available free on the Internet. With
the vast amount of data on crowd dynamics and the context that surrounds them,
the only option to extract information from these systems is given by Big Data.
This is where Big Data meets crowd sensing. By having accurate, correct analysis
of the crowd data and its context, the information extracted can be used by all
other systems in order to be able to take smart decisions.
Keywords: crowd management, crowd sensing, crowd dynamics, big data.

1

Introduction

Crowd Sensing represents a new paradigm whose potential and limitations still
require a lot of research. Classically if someone wanted to gather information about an
area she would deploy a large enough number of sensors that provided the required
data. This solution has some severe limitations. First of all, the number of sensors can
be extremely high, depending on the application. Take for instance, measuring the noise
level inside a city. This would require microphone-like sensors deployed on every
street. These sensors would need to communicate in order to send the data to a central
location. This in turn means deploying a wire or wireless infrastructure. Furthermore,
the sensors require energy. They can either use high power expensive batteries, that
require maintenance or a connection to an electrical infrastructure, which is not easily
available. All this problems: the sensors, the communication, the power requirements

impose an extremely high price for the simple application of noise monitoring. And the
problem doesn’t stop with the price. Sensors need to be replaced when they are broken,
they need to be protected so that the quality of the measurements is not disturbed and
because they are static they are limited in their view of the noise in parts of the city
where they are not deployed.
Here comes the idea of using a crowd. Instead of deploying an expensive, difficult
to maintain infrastructure, one could use the power of the crowd in order to obtain the
same, or even better measurements. The power of the crowd is well known. The first
example of this was made by Wikipedia [1], where a collection of articles, created and
edited by individuals across the Internet, built the largest encyclopedia. This work was
not managed or coordinated in any way. All participants contributed with as much or
as little as they felt.
The idea of using a crowd is further explored by applications such as Amazons
Mechanical Turk [2]. This is a marketplace application that proposes the use of crowds
in order to solve small tasks in exchange for small amount of money. Many similar
specialized marketplaces have appeared over time.
All these systems are based on crowd sourcing. Having a large number of individuals
solve one small problem. In most cases crowd sourcing requires the direct involvement
of the individual in order for the problem to be solved.
Crowd sensing is a subset of crowd sourcing. If crowd sourcing proposes the use of
crowds in order to solve a problem, crowd sensing requires that the problem be of a
“sensing” one by nature. The previously presented noise problem is a sensing one.
To take advantage of crowd sensing in order to solve the noise monitoring problem
one would require only a simple application, installed on the phones of many users.
Smartphones are an ideal platform: they are now ubiquitous; they all have one of three
popular operating systems, Android [3], iOS [4] or Windows Phone [5]; they are very
powerful complex pieces of hardware with a processor, internet access and many
sensors; and finally they are very mobile. Particular to the noise application, they also
have microphones already included in them.
With an application that takes microphone data, process it to determine a noise level,
and sends it to a central location one can use the power of crowds to monitor large
cities. This is all done with minimal costs or resources. Because of human mobility,
many different areas are constantly being monitored. The only thing that is required is
the good will of the crowds, and this has been shown time and time again through
platforms such as Wikipedia. Furthermore, the goodwill can always be replaced with
incentives, monetary or of different nature, such as gamification.
Multiple crowd sensing tasks can be run at the same time. For instance, one task can
measure the noise level, while another measures the pollution level or even pedestrian
density. With more tasks, more data is being generated and more difficult it is to
process. But with more data more information can be extracted and specialists can make
more sense of what is going on.

There are multiple factors that introduce an extremely high scale to the crowd
sensing problem: Large number of users that generate the data; Multiple concurrent
monitoring tasks; Constant monitoring, all devices are periodically gathering data. This
creates an extremely large volume of data.
Volume is the first of the “three V’s of Big Data” as defined by Gartner [6]. The V’s
are: Volume, Velocity and Variety. Crowd sensing data has all these features. The data
is constantly being generated at a very high speed by many sensors, this represents
Velocity. The data can be generated by different, complex sensors, representing
Variety. The volume is given by the scale of this data set.
IBM added a 4th V as a Feature of Big Data [7]. This V represents Veracity, the fact
that the data is uncertain, or unclear. This is especially true in crowd sensing, where
there can be only little trust in the data being generated.
Crowd sensing raises interesting problems that never existed in the case of any other
sensing system. Crowd sensing is extremely dependent on crowd dynamics. Sensors
are where people are. This does mean they can cover a large area, but this also means
they are not always available. For instance, take a task of sensing pollution levels in a
city. During the night people are mostly inside their homes and very few are outside
offering readings. In the day, most people are mobile and so are the sensors they are
carrying, covering large areas and delivering large amounts of relevant data. This makes
it very important to firstly understand crowd dynamics so that crowd sensing data can
be correctly evaluated and used.
Fortunately, there is currently a large amount of research that tries to make sense of
crowd dynamics. Crowd tracking applications make use from anything from GPS, WiFi
signals to inertial sensors. The data from these applications have very similar properties
to the crowd sensing data. There is a high volume of data, given by the large number of
individuals, with a high velocity given by the constant location updates as well as high
variety and veracity given by the different methods in which this data can be acquired.
In the next section we offer related work and a motivation for this research. This is
followed by a detailed analysis on Crowd Sensing systems. Next we present different
methods of measuring Crowd dynamics, information relevant to the crowd sensing
systems. We continue by presenting different types of Context that can be used in
conjunction with Crowd tracking and crowd sensed data. Finally, we discuss how Big
Data can be used to extract information from this data sources and finish with our
Conclusions.

2

Related Work

Crowd based systems are raising more interest. More and more research projects aim
the construction of such a system. In this chapter we are interested in two categories of
crowd based systems, in systems that use the crowd for the purpose of sensing and in
systems that try to monitor a crowd.

Sensing data using a crowd, or simply called crowd sensing represents an interesting
promise, of cheap, scalable, powerful data gathering system. These systems make use
of the mobility of crowds in order to extract sensed from multiple locations. On
overview on crowd sensing and a listing of many possible applications is available in
[8].
With the increase of interest in crowd sensing systems, in recent years, many
platforms have appeared that try to implement and solve this problem. Medusa [9]
represents the most popular crowd sensing platform. It consists of a programming
framework where people can define sensing tasks. These tasks are then spread to the
users and they can gather the sensor data and forward it to the requester. In order to
reward the users Medusa uses Amazon Mechanical Turk [2].
In comparison Metador [10], [11] represents a platform for crowd sensing that
concentrates on context information. Tasks are created and delivered only to the
individuals that are in the right context. For instance, information of a crowd sensing
campaign requiring a picture of a building is sent only to individuals in proximity of
the building.
Mosden [12] represents a platform for crowd sensed data whose main idea is to
separate logic behind communication, storage and data acquisition. The platform is
demonstrated using an application that uses crowd sensed data to determine noise
pollution inside a city.
Another platform for crowd sensing is implemented on top of Cupus [13]. It uses a
publish/subscribe interface based on the cloud. It is meant for Internet of Thing systems.
The platform is used with an application for air quality monitoring. The air quality
sensors are small dongles that can connect with Bluetooth to a smartphone. Using the
Cupus publish/subscribe systems the data from multiple such devices is collected and
processed in the cloud.
Probably the first platform that can be used for crowd sensing purposes is the
mCrowd platform [14]. It integrates ChaCha [15] and Amazon Mechanical Turk [2]
and offers tasks set on these systems on mobile platforms. The tasks take mostly the
form of image or text responses and require human interaction to complete.
Platforms for mobile crowd sensing have appeared in order to make it simple to
deploy crowd sensing campaigns or applications. There are a lot of problems that make
it difficult to deploy crowd sensing applications. Manny of them are detailed in [16].
Among the problems identified we note: heterogeneity of mobile devices software and
difficulty of installing applications, especially if each crowd sensing task requires a
different application. There are also problems of scalability and resource utilization.
Platforms for crowd sensing have the potential of solving most problems. With the large
number of crowd sensed platforms there are also multiple applications for crowd
sensing. For instance, in [17] the authors present MAP++ a system where semantic data
is automatically added to maps using a crowd sensing system. Their system uses only
sensors from inside smartphones, such as the accelerometer, and require no user
interaction. Multiple road features can be detected such as bumps or roundabouts.

However, their system is calibrated to work only for smartphones carried inside
vehicles.
A similar system that uses only sensors that already exist is smartphones is presented
in [18]. Here the authors show how Bluetooth modules can be used in order to
determine the density of people in different areas. Their application makes use of
multiple smartphones that continuously record Bluetooth signals, making it a crowd
sensing application. The authors prove that their system has an accuracy of 75%.
The Mahali project [19] represents probably the most daring of crowd sensing
applications. It proposes the use of a dual frequency GPS receiver, in order to measure
ionosphere features. This information can be used to get high resolution weather maps.
Smart phones are likely to have dual frequency GPS receivers in the near future due to
the need of precise localization. In the meantime, they are still useful to fill the gap in
connecting remotely placed static sensors, without network access by being an
intermediary node in connecting it to the internet. This method is called delay tolerant
networking.
Crowd sensing can be used to further many science experiments that would
otherwise require large costs and man power to complete. In [20] the authors propose
a crowd sensing application intended for use by students. The application asks the users
to go to specific locations and take pictures of different plants. These pictures are then
used by environmental scientists in order to better understand the flora of the campus.
The application has as basis the idea of gamification, the incentive of taking the pictures
being a simple set of in-game points. The method of gamification is called floracahing
and is similar to geocaching [21].
Not all applications that need sensing data require the deployment of a new crowd
sensing campaign. For instance, in [22] the authors use Foursquare data in order to
determine the growth of cities. Because of the scale of this data set popular locations in
cities can be observed and the increase in density of these locations can be measured.
Cities themselves have require many types of data if they are to become what is known
as smart cities. The authors of [23] conduct an in depth look of multiple types of sensing
that can be done in smart cities. Many of these can be applied to crowd sensing.
With all these platforms and application for mobile crowd sensing appearing in
recent years it is clear that the potential given by these system is quite large. But, crowd
sensing platforms and solutions all suffer from privacy issues. A few papers try to solve
this problem. The work presented in [24] takes privacy as the most important
consideration. In order to preserve the privacy of people generating the data they
propose a cloud based approach with a system that gathers the data and obfuscates it
before it is being sent to the data requester. Similarly, the authors of [25] create an
application that provides anonymous authentication to their service. This application of
crowd sensing permits park operators to determine important characteristics of the
crowds that move around their park. For instance, the operators are able to determine
queue lengths and even recommend better routes for incoming visitors. A survey on
privacy of crowd sensing applications is available in [26].

Other works try to improve the reliability of crowd sensing systems. The authors of
[27] tackle the problem of how to insure that crowd sensed data is accurate. For
instance, when an application requires pictures from an event, how to confirm the
pictures are actually valid. The solution of the authors is given by a Bluetooth
communication between devices. Multiple devices use their GPS data and increase the
trust that the image is indeed taken in that location. This is done without any human
intervention. A similar solution is provided in [28] where trust in the data is treated.
The requester needs to have trust in the data being sent by random users. In order to
improve trust this paper proposes a way of discovering the "truth" in data by correlating
multiple reports.
Finally, one has to determine the optimal number of users for a crowd sensing
application. In order to determine this number a simulation environment is proposed
[29]. This environment is specifically targeted at urban parking. The information
extracted from the crowd sensing application being used in order to determine where a
parking lot is available.
In order to completely understand crowd sensing and the data it offers, it is vital that
data analysts have access to crowd dynamics information. There is a need to firstly
understand the position of individuals that participate in the sensing process and then
to understand the flows of crowds.
Measuring crowd dynamics is classically done using visual systems [30]. These
system consists of a number of video cameras placed around the city and powerful
software that can identify a face and track it across multiple cameras. Because facial
recognition is still not a completely solved problem and the results are highly
probabilistic, the results of these systems are not very accurate. Furthermore,
implementing this type of systems requires huge investments in infrastructure, starting
from cameras and the communication network for their data to be gathered at a central
location, to large processing centers required to run the face recognition algorithms.
Other solutions have appeared in the literature. GPS [31] is the most known and most
highly used positioning technology. It is present in most modern cars and in almost all
smartphones, which are now ubiquitous. This solution has been implemented in the
case of large crowd monitoring [32]. Taking advantage of the large number of smart
phones the authors built an app that gathered GPS data from any device that had the
app installed to a central location. They proved the feasibility of this method by
deploying it during a three-day Swiss festival.
Requiring people to install an app in order to provide the required information is not
a solution that scales very well. Individuals need to have a level a trust in the app and
its use needs to be widespread, which in turn might require incentives. Methods that do
not require the involvement of the individuals being tracked are preferred.
An increasingly popular alternative is given by the use of communication signals.
Whenever a phone transmits data it uses one of several standardized protocols. By
having scanners that can record these signals it is then possible, within a limited
accuracy, to identify where a device is and how it is moving. Because protocols such

as WiFi includes the address of the device within most packets it is possible to track
one device across multiple scanners.
Using WiFi in order to track crowds of people and understand human mobility has
been done in for music festivals [33] or for campus monitoring [34]. More interesting
applications try to use this type of data in order to inform on building facility planning
[35] or even measure flows of people through airport checkpoints [36]. The technology
has also been proved useful in measuring human queues [37].
Other works have searched ways of improving the use of WiFi scanning techniques.
In [38] we try to show a number of filters that can be used in order to obtain a smaller
data set with less noise. The solution for the RSS variance problems in this type of
monitoring is solved presented in [39]. Improvements have also taken place in the form
of building better tools for visualizing movement data [40].
In the search for accurate device positioning and tracking some works have tried
using multiple technologies at the same time. This is apparent in [41] where multiple
communications methods and magneto metric sensors are used at the same time, or in
[42] where WiFi is used at the same time as inertial sensors.

3

Crowd Sensing

Crowd sourcing is becoming a very powerful tool for solving large tasks (even at a
scale that makes them seem impossible) that can be broken down in a large number of
simple tasks that require just a bit of human involvement. This idea is the basis of
Wikipedia [1], a website where anyone can contribute to build one massive, open
encyclopedia. This same website for instance offers an extensive list of cases where
crowd sourcing is used in order to solve otherwise impossible tasks.
Crowd sensing is a part of crowd sourcing where the people inside the crowd are
tasked with gathering sensor data. The authors of [43] define crowd sensing as a natural
extension of participatory sensing. Where participatory sensing represents a task where
the crowd is used to gather sensor data, and crowd sensing uses this data in conjunction
with offline or previously gathered data. An even more important difference is given
by the lack of need of participation that was implied by the participatory sensing
systems. For instance, a campaign that tries to measure noise pollution requires that the
mobile devices send data with regards to noise, but they don’t require the mobile device
owner to actively do anything. In contrast a campaign that requires images of a building
or of an event, requires that the owner of the mobile device actively take these pictures.
To have a crowd sensing campaign, one requires that individuals inside an area carry
a device that has the sensing capabilities required by the crowd sensing campaign. The
data gathered by the devices then needs to be sent to the campaign manager, the one
that requested the data, or to an individual to whom the data is useful.
Because of the popularity of smartphones, it is now possible to have large scale
deployments of crowd sensing applications, where as many users that own smartphones

can participate. Smartphones are ubiquitous and with this the popularity of crowd
sensing applications has grown. However, all crowd sensing applications that make use
of smartphones are limited by the features that are found inside them. A solution is to
extend the capabilities of smartphones with external hardware, like a Bluetooth dongle
that contains only the needed sensor. An example of this is available in [44]. The
smartphone is still an important part of the system because with its powerful CPU and
communication capabilities it dramatically lowers the price of the scanner. With
powerful sensors, such as pollution sensors, or sensors that can detect humidity or
pressure, crowds can gather all types of data.
Campaigns that require external sensor are more difficult to deploy. They are more
expensive because of the extra hardware and they require people to carry another device
with them, which is inconvenient. Smartphones are now powerful computers with an
already large variety of sensors. These sensors are the most popular for crowd sensing
campaigns. The most popular sensors inside smartphones are:













Accelerometer – The accelerometer in smart phones is commonly used as
an inertial sensor, capable of inferring the speed with which the person is
moving as well as offer support for many other applications as impressive
as gesture recognition [45] or even authentication [46]. When a large
number of these sensors are used applications such as earthquake detection
and measuring [47] can be implemented.
GPS – This sensor is used primarily for localization purposes. In
conjunction with maps and interactive applications it can be used to assist
with choosing the shortest path through a city. With many of these sensors
crowds and congestions can be detected [48].
Photo/Video Camera – Smartphones are now capable of taking high
resolution photos and videos. People use them extensively and post photos
on social networks and these can be used in crowd sensing campaigns [49].
The photos can also be used to enable citizen journalism [50].
Microphone – Communication remains the main feature of a smartphone
and microphones are the central sensor that enables it. With enough
microphones crowd sensing campaigns can measure noise pollution [51].
Magnetometer – Are sensors that detect magnetic fields, they are used in
conjunction with accelerometers in order to improve positioning.
Thermometer – Are mainly used to measure the temperature of the CPU to
insure that it is working appropriately. However, these sensors can also be
used to measure the temperature of the environment [52].
WiFi – WiFi represents the module used to communicate data, mainly for
internet usage. Because of the details of the 802.11 protocol this module
can be used in order to detect other WiFi enabled devices through WiFi
scanning [53]. Making a list of static WiFi devices is done through a
technique called war-driving [54] and it can be used to improve
localization.
Bluetooth – Similar to WiFi, Bluetooth represents a data communication
technology. It is mainly used for personal area networks and is meant to

connect smartphones to wearables or headphones. They can be used to
facilitate communication with other devices and this means they can also
be used to detect them and with them the size of crowds [18].
The data gathered by the sensors can be sent to a central authority. Alternatives are
to store the data until an Internet connection is available or to send the data in a
distributed manner. For instance, if the sensors measure the traffic on a street, the
information can be useful to people located on adjacent streets.
In order for any crowd sensing campaign to be successful it requires people to
participate in the crowd sensing process. This means people have to be incentivized in
order for them to participate in the campaign. There are many articles that propose
incentives for crowd sensing systems [55], [56], [57], [58] as this is the primary
assumption that needs to be addressed in order to implement any such campaign.
With appropriate incentives crowd sensing systems can reach the required number
of users. Because the sensors are usually small range, take for instance microphones
which work for only few meters, this means lots of people need to take part in the crowd
sensing system in order to be able to monitor large areas.
Crowd sensing itself is usually opportunistic. Sensed data is only gathered in
locations where people are. If they don’t go to different areas, then there will simply be
no data from those areas. In order to improve this, active systems could be implemented
in order to guide people to where sensed data needs to be gathered. This is the case for
floracache [20] where people are told where to go to gather the data.
Outside of smartphones there are a few other classes of devices that can prove useful
for crowd sensing initiatives. Cars now have many powerful computers and sensors as
well as communication capabilities with central locations or even other cars [59]. The
computers and sensors in these cars can be repurposed in order to participate in crowd
sensing networks. Because of their large volume and carrying capabilities, cars can be
equipped with larger more complex sensors. We ask the reader to consider if it is not
fit for the cars that contributed to pollution to be the ones that are tasked to measure it.
Wearables [60] represent a large class of devices that people can wear. They are now
popular in the form of smart watches and fitness bands, but they can take many forms.
They have the advantage of being in extremely close proximity to the user. With
increases in processing power and multiple sensors they will soon become another
interesting alternative for crowd sensing.
To our knowledge there is no real open data set available that shows the results of a
crowd sensing campaign.
With many alternatives for applications and many available platforms crowd sensing
is likely to be an important part of our daily lives. But in order to understand the
accuracy and the benefits of crowd sensed data it is vital that there is access to crowd
dynamics information. Understanding crowd dynamics enables us to measure the
quality of the sensing data, by understanding what areas are covered and which are not,

as well as be able to predict which areas will be covered in the future. This even enables
campaign runners to deploy static sensors in areas that do not get enough traffic.

4

Measuring Crowd Dynamics

Crowd dynamics represent all movements and stationary actions that crowds make.
They can apply to a small area such as an indoor facility or be as large as an entire city.
Crowds display flows and they can merge or split throughout their movement. They are
affected by the density of people that make out a crowd.
Ideally a crowd tracking system would be able to offer a precise positioning for every
person at any time. No known system is capable of such a task, but instead they all offer
approximations.
The most popular method measuring crowds and tracking them is by use of video
feeds. This is mostly made apparent by CCTV systems [61]. These systems however
require expensive infrastructure and large processing centers aimed at analyzing the
video feeds. Because face recognition and individual tracking is still difficult to
implement with computers, these systems still have a large room for improvement.
Newer systems make use of smartphones which are considered ubiquitous. This can
be done by installing an application of the devices of many citizens or by scanning for
the communication signals they send. The application can use GPS positioning to
determine the location of the device. Unfortunately, GPS only works outdoors and has
large errors, in the order of meters. Scanning for WiFi hotspots and matching them with
locations obtained from war-driving represents a possible alternative which has the
advantage of being energy efficient. However, the accuracy is even lower than GPS and
the exact location of hotspots is not always known.
Installing software at a large scale is difficult. People need incentives and they are
worried about the security of their device as well as their own personal privacy. Because
of this, methods that simply scan for communication signals are simpler to implement
and deploy.
It is important to understand that all communication signals suffer from a high
variety of noise sources. First of all, not all devices are built the same. Then, the weather
or surroundings can affect the way in which the signal propagates. This phenomenon is
made even worse when we consider mobile features of the surroundings such as cars
or other pedestrians.
Not all people own smartphones and from those that do own them not everyone uses
the WiFi module. Other people stop the WiFi module when they are not using it due to
energy consumption constraints and the fact that they wish to preserve battery. This
means that only a portion of the population is being tracked using these systems.
Another important factor that needs to be considered when deploying crowd
monitoring applications is the privacy of the people being monitored. The data needs

to be obfuscated in a way in which it remains useful but hides the identities of all the
individuals being tracked.
If the crowd dynamics information is obtained by deploying applications on the user
devices this makes it a crowd sensing application that is able to reveal for instance
density. There are many applications that can result from this type of data, for instance
we were able to infer the map of Roma [62] given only GPS localization data from
several taxis.

5

Crowd data for crowd dynamics

As we mentioned previously crowd sensing data is not openly available. We did
manage to identify an important source for open crowd tracking, and crowd related
data. This source is called crawdad [63] and it hosts a large number of scientific data
sets related to wireless data.
In order to have a better picture of what crowd tracking data is and what it can be
used for we make a small analysis on five data sets from the crawdad website. All these
data sets contain localization data.
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The five data sets we chose are:








Reality [64] – Represents a data set gathered from 100 subjects from MIT
during an academic year. The people, consisting mainly of students
carrying mobile phones capable of recording the cells of GSM towers.
Zebranet [65]- Applied on the Sweetwaters Game Reserve near Nanyuki,
Kenya. Zebras were fitted with collars that contained a GPS receiver, a
CPU as well as storage and wireless transceiver. Their system uses
opportunistic communication in order to gather the data set.
Roma Taxis [66] – In the city of Rome taxis were fit with special devices
and software that recorded their movements.
Amd [67] – At the hackers on planet earth conference guests were given
RFID tags. These tags were detected by static sensors placed in different
rooms of the conference.
Epfl [68] – Similar to the Roma data set, the data is gathered from taxis.
This data set is gathered in the city of San Francisco.

The statistics on the five data sets are available in Figure 1 where the number of
recorded data elements is displayed. In Figure 2 we compare the number of devices in
each of the data sets.
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Figure 2 # of Devices

Figure 3 shows the duration of each of the data sets. These first 3 figures show how
diverse the data sets can be. They can contain data recorded over any number of days
with a large variation in the number of elements in the data set or the number of devices.
The large variety in the data sets permits anyone to do analysis on very different
scenarios and use cases.
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It is not only the scenario that differs but the technology used to gather the data set.
These technologies span from GPS recordings to WiFi detection to even RFID tags.
Because of this difference there is also a difference in the average time between two
consecutive detections of the same device. This is best made apparent in Figure 4. This
difference is made not only by the technologies but by the settings and the behaviors of
the participants.
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Figure 5 # of Detections Over Time

Finally, we tried to identify the similarities between the data sets. Given our
experience with various crowd tracking data sets we learned to expect a day night
pattern in any data set that involves people. We managed to identified this feature in all
of the data sets. In Figure 5 we display the number of detections or data set elements as
they change during the day. The data is normalized by having a ratio to the maximum
number of detections for each data set. The day was chosen randomly from the data
sets. It is clear that in all of these the number of packets raises during the day and drops
during the night.
We offered only a small overview on some characteristics of crowd tracking data.
Further analysis can reveal more interesting features such as patterns that people take
each day in their movements. Obtaining these features and this information requires
extensive data analysis usually done with the help of Big Data.

6

Context

Context represents all types of data set that can help in making more sense of the
crowd data. Unlike the data sets we presented in the previous sections, context data
represents unstructured data. It usually comes in the form of text and requires natural
language processing systems [69]. Unlike the crowd sensed data and crowd tracking
data, the origin of context data is not clear. There are various possible open internet
sources as well as closed ones. The trust put in the data is dependent on these sources.
We have identified a few potential context data types:







Weather – It directly affects the behavior of people. In case of bad weather
people are more likely to remain indoors. This can explain a drop in the
number of individuals performing crowd sensing outside.
Schedules – There are many types of schedules, from the mostly static once
of shops and school, to schedules of complex events. Using schedules one
can better understand the reasoning behind crowd movements. This is made
specifically apparent in day/night patterns observed in crowd data.
Social network data – People post a high variety of information on social
networks from picture to restaurant rating. Based on this data it I reasonable
to expect certain behaviors in crowd movements. For instance, restaurants
with bad reviews are avoided while the ones with good ones have a lot of
traffic.
News – Various events are not predictable. This is especially true for high
impact disasters. News sources can be used in order to understand what is
going on, beyond the normal schedule or social network information.

There are many sources of context data and many types of it. Making sense with it
and matching it with the crowd sense data requires a lot of resources. This is where Big
Data jumps in. It is specialized in processing large amounts of structured or
unstructured data. Because of its variety context can be continuously extended as new
sources of context data are identified and integrated with the existing ones.

7

Crowd data as part of Big Data

Big Data [70] represents a new paradigm in data processing. It goes beyond
traditional database queries where extracting information was done in a straight forward
manner. In contrast, instead of giving simple information such as the maximum or
average of a data set, big data queries use machine learning techniques [71] to offer
answers without the need for a question. They offer new information about the data
without the analyzer even knowing what to look for. A good example of this is usually
given in machine learning courses as the “beer and diapers” example. At a large
supermarket chain Big Data analysis revealed that people who buy diapers also buy
beer. The example sticks because it is clear how unlikely it is that someone would
search through data sets to see if people buy diapers and beer at the same time, and the
result has a simple application, place the 2 products next to each other. This type of

information can relevant for crowds. Take for instance groups of people that visit the
same two shops in the same order. This would enable the prediction of crowd flows.
We showed in the previous sections that crowd data, be it crowd sensing or crowd
tracking, exhibits the features of Big Data. Crowd data has all four Vs: Volume,
Velocity, Variety and Veracity. In order to better fit with Big Data we propose the use
of crowd sensing as well as crowd tracking. Crowd tracking provides important
information as to where the crowd sensed data is gathered from. Context with its many
forms bring only improvements to these two data sets. And all of them taken together
pose an interesting challenge to Big Data and opens the door to many applications.
By applying Big Data techniques on crowd data we open the door to what is known
as smart cities [72]. Places where real time data and information offers better living
conditions, less traffic and overall increase in the quality of life. The information
extracted permits automated systems that respond to citizen needs and better planning
for the authorities.
But Big Data doesn’t show only human behavior in order for decisions to be made
based on past data, it can also help in making predictions on what will happen. For
instance, when a large event is organized, having knowledge of possible crowd
behaviors can help with many of the decisions.
Another important aspect is given by disaster scenarios. By having real life data as
well as appropriate models of human movement, the rescue teams can respond faster,
with more knowledge and more information. Even more, facilities can be built in such
a way that evacuation is simple and it fits with appropriate models of human behavior.
Let’s finish with a possible example of Big Data application with crowds. This is
just one of many possible uses. Given a crowd tracking data set, which enables us to
know where people are gathered and what their flows are, as well as a crowd sensing
data set which enables us to map the noise level throughout the city. In the case of an
unexpected event, we have more information on the behavior of crowds and how better
to guide them. Adding context data can offer even more insight, it can determine if the
event was a music event starting or if it was a dangerous event and emergency response
units need to be deployed. The decision can even be taken before anyone even succeeds
in reporting what happened.
Big Data opens the doors to a variety of applications and use cases that may be
unimaginable, the more we explore it the more we can push its limits and be able to
build truly smart cities and smart environments.
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Conclusions

In this chapter we presented crowd sensing and crowd tracking applications. We
discussed the high potential they have and their current limitations. We continued with
a discussion on different types of context and how this context information can have a
high impact in extracting information from crowd sensed and crowd tracking data.

Finally, we show how Big Data can be used to put everything together. We showed
that crowd data is a type of Big Data and by using multiple crowd data sources in
conjunction with context we can obtain various and even surprising new information.
Because the field is still young there is a lot that remains for future work. Multiple
crowd sensing applications need to be deployed at a large scale and the data needs to
be exchanged in an open manner. Privacy implications need to be considered in order
to make this possible. Once the data is open multiple groups can identify different ways
to best analyze and extract information from the given data sets. The multitude of crowd
data sets and the high potential they have opens a lot of doors for future applications.
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